NOVEMBER 2016

“FRIENDS ALWAYS” Layout Using Addison

PROJECT SHEET

TOOLS NEEDED
Trimmer, scissors, adhesive, white cardstock, stamp ink. (Opt) - Sewing machine & printer.

S U P P LY L I S T
PATTERNED PAPER: Addison: 1 sheet ea-Fierce (1201), Borders (1203), Free Spirit (1199),

6x8” Paper Pad; Oh My Stars: McIntosh Stars (1337)

STICKERS:

Washi Stickers (1206); Tiny Text-Bold & Beautiful (1091), Black (1101),
Faithful (1099); Ciao Chip(board)-So In Love (1105),
Little Bits-Punch (1044)

DIE CUTS:

Tabbies (1209); Paper Pieces (1208)

ENAMELS:

Dots - Oreo Black (947)

STAMPS/INK:

Illustrated Faith: Date Stamp (1282), Shanna’s Watercolors (1420),
Precision Pen (1009)

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Use full pc. Fierce, back as base. Trim McIntosh Stars to 11.25”sq., adhere back to base.
2. Trim white cardstock to 11” sq.. Watercolor approx. 9”w x 7”h area yellow & pink starting
from 1.5” from top. Set aside to dry. Once dry, adhere to B&W cross paper.
3. From Free Spirit paper, trim approx. 1/2 page of feathers in warm hues leaving white edge
around perimeter. Arrange in random pile. Working from the top layer down, add adhesive
to top feathers, then lay on feathers below. They will group together. Work until you are left
with about 3-4 groups. Adhere together then centered to bottom of white cardstock.
4. From 6x8” paper pad remove: 1 pc. ea. B&W stripe, yellow solid, red solid, B&W gingham.
(All papers remain 8”w). Keep B&W stripe 6x8”. Trim yellow to 5”tall. Trim B&W gingham to
4.5”tall. Trim red to 3.75”tall. Layer centered, adhere from the bottom (B&W stripe) to the
top (red solid).
5. Print/trim B&W photo to 3x4”, add .25” border white cardstock or print with border for overall size of 3.25”x 4.25”. Tilt counter-clockwise so bottom left corner meets edge of B&W
gingham, top right corner meets edge of solid yellow, adhere.
6. Trim “Be Happy” border from Borders, 3”wide, adhere at top edge of red solid paper.
7. Locate the pink/red stripe washi strip from the Washi Stickers. Trim a 3”pc., adhere directly
under the border. Tuck under photo edge.
8. Locate from Paper Pieces, red card with sneakers. Adhere to top right edge of red solid paper, overlapping “Be Happy” border.
9. Locate the red, black and orange alphas from the Tiny Text sheets. Adhere “Hope U Stay”
directly under washi sticker. Adhere “Friends” approx. .75” below top row.
“Friends Always” designed by Amy Heller
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10. Take entire layered 6x8” piece and adhere on top of watercoloring.
11. Locate chipboard stickers,. Adhere “A.L.W.A.Y” to the red solid paper. Adhere“S” to the rt.
of the layered pc. on top of watercoloring. Add black enamel dots to”A”s.
12. Locate Tabbies and select five. Stamp one with date stamp, adhere to left of layered pc.,
layering with another. Select 3, layer, adhere to top right of layered piece.
13. Write or type journaling along bottom left and top left edge of page.
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14. Locate washi stickers. Add yellow/white stripe to: top & bottom edges of page, opposite
top, bottom edges of layered pc., off right edge by sneakers. Trim purple black gingham
stickers in half, and add 2.5” strips to edges of photo.
15. Add “Awesome” Paper Piece tag off edge above yellow washi on right side of page.
Add pink/red heart washi layered on yellow/white stripe. Finish with machine stitching.

